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The continuing barney over John Bolton’s confirmation means we probably won’t know until May 
whether the man who once said ‘there is no such thing as the United Nations’ will end up being 
accredited to it. 
 
Already, though, the controversy has roused the two opposing tribes of commentators – UN 
groupies and UN bashers – neither of which takes a balanced and realistic view of the 
international organisation. 
 
UN groupies defend the organisation come what may. Their catchcry is ‘my UN, right or wrong’. 
The blame for delay or mistakes is always laid at the feet of the member states, never the 
secretariat. The serious problems pointed to by critics – management inadequacies, the 
perversity of representation on the Human Rights Commission, recent sex and corruption 
scandals – are waved away, to the long-term detriment of the organisation the groupies think they 
are protecting. 
 
National interests are always seen as suspect, especially American interests. Groupies are often 
reflexively anti-American, ignoring Washington’s financial contributions, which account for more 
than a fifth of the UN budget; the personal contributions to the institution made by Americans 
such as Franklin Roosevelt, Ralph Bunche and now Bill Clinton; and the fact that the success of 
most UN operations depends on US support. 
 
In Australia, UN groupies are a little set-upon. The opinion pages of our leading newspapers are 
given over instead to the invective of UN bashers, for whom UN peacekeepers (most of whom 
give honourable service and risk their lives in a noble cause) are ‘pedophilic sex tourists with 
guns’; talk of a rule-based international order is ‘intellectually degenerate’; and the UN system is 
‘a toilet.’ 
 
As an alternative to the UN, the bashers suggest American influence, to which they are attracted 
like iron filings to a magnet. Certainly, the combination of America’s native optimism and raw 
power is attractive. Where multilateralists see constraints, American policy-makers see 
possibilities. Despite its flaws, the US is the major force for stability and human rights in the world. 
Furthermore, from Australia’s perspective, our US alliance is a security-booster and a force-
multiplier, increasing our influence in most of the world’s councils. 
 
Notwithstanding this, the international organisation also remains vital to our foreign relations, for 
three reasons.  
 
First, the UN provides the forum where states come together to discuss mutual problems. Do we 
like all the regimes represented in New York? No. But we have to deal with the world as we find 
it. Perhaps it would be congenial to confine our relations to countries like our own, but it would not 
be sensible. Even the US is finding that diplomacy has its uses: how much more so, then, for a 
country of twenty million? 
 
Second, the UN matters because, to a significant extent, the Security Council can confer 
legitimacy on the use of force, or deny it – which in turn affects the risks and costs of an 
operation. The UN bashers hate this fact but the Iraq experience requires them to face it. Closer 
to home, how would an Australian-led force have fared in East Timor in 1999 without the cover of 
a Council resolution? 
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Finally, the UN is likely to have increasing salience in our own region in the future. Traditionally 
Asia has been impervious to internationalist sensibilities, but developments in recent years have 
included two major UN peace operations; the escalation of non-traditional regional security 
threats, such as epidemics, which are best met by international cooperation; the increasingly 
savvy behaviour of China in the Security Council; the current push by India and Japan for 
permanent membership of the Council; and the likelihood that the next Secretary-General will be 
an Asian. 
 
Sometimes the bashers fantasize that we should tip UNHQ into the East River and start again. 
This is about as credible as the groupie argument that the UN would be better off without having 
the global hegemon as a member. Absent a cataclysm such as the world wars which gave birth to 
the League of Nations and the UN, the world will never reach agreement on a new organisation, 
for which the Americans should probably be grateful. The US was able to embed many of its 
values and interests in the UN in 1945 because of its moral legitimacy as saviour of the free world 
and relative power position as the sole possessor of nuclear weapons. A world body constituted 
sixty years later might be significantly more hostile to the US. The basher argument that UN 
membership should be confined to democracies misses the point that an international 
organisation should, for the sake of its effectiveness, include states which cause problems as well 
as those that fix them. 
 
It is folly to place the UN on an altar and genuflect before it. But it is also counter-productive to 
abuse an organisation which helps to maintain international security, and to which Australia has 
contributed so much. With their current package of reforms, the Secretary-General and his 
closest advisers are sloughing off UN groupies in order to repel the UN bashers. Australian 
policy-makers would be wise to lend a hand. 
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